CPC AFFILIATE NEWS (Friday, September 20, 2013)
Please visit the Cornell Population Center (CPC) for more information. If you would like additional information sent to CPC affiliates, please e-mail your suggestions to Erin Oates.
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SEMINARS
CPC-Sponsored Seminars at Cornell

**Daniel T. Lichter**, Ferris Family Professor of Policy Analysis and Management; Professor of Sociology; and Director of the Cornell Population Center  
*At the Starting Line: Poverty and Inequality among Hispanic Newborn Babies in New Immigrant Destinations*  
Friday, September 20, 2013, 12:00-1:00pm, G87 MVR Hall

**Kimberly Turner**, Frank H.T. Rhodes Post-doctoral Fellow, Cornell Population Center, Cornell University  
Friday, October 11, 2013, 12:00-1:15pm, G87 MVR Hall

**Linda J. Waite**, Lucy Flower Professor in Urban Sociology, University of Chicago  
Wednesday, October 23, 2013, 1:15-2:45pm, 153 MVR Hall  
*co-sponsored with Policy Analysis and Management and Bronfenbrenner Center for Translational Research*

**Other Population-Related Seminars at Cornell**

**John Reilly**, Co-Director of the Joint Program on the Science and Policy of Global Change; Senior Lecturer at MIT’s Sloan School of Management  
*How Do We Measure Land? (ISS Land Theme Project)*  
Friday, September 20, 2013 3:00-4:30pm, 225 ILR Conference Center

**Gregory Clark**, Professor of Economics, UC Davis  
*Why Surnames Challenge Received Beliefs on Social Mobility*  
Monday, September 23, 2013, 4:15-5:45pm, 115 Ives Hall

**Glynis Shea**, Communications Director, University of Minnesota  
*Framing Disparities: Are You Sending the Right Message? Building the Public Will to Tackle Health Disparities*  
Tuesday, September 24, 2013, 12:00p-1:00pm, Beebe Hall, 2nd floor conference room

**Wenonah Hauter**, Executive Director of Food and Water Watch  
*Foodopoly: The Battle Over the Future of Food and Farming in America*  
Tuesday, September 24, 2013, 3:15pm, Statler Auditorium

**Richelle Winkler**, Assistant Professor of Sociology and Demography, Michigan Technological University  
*Young Adult Migration & Age Segregation across the Rural United States*  
Thursday, September 26th, 11:30am-1:00pm, Academic Surge A109  
[RSVP](#) for lunch.

**Martin Ruef**, Professor of Sociology, Duke University  
*Between Slavery and Capitalism: The Legacy of Emancipation in the American South*  
Thursday, September 26, 2013, 4:30-6:00pm, G76 Goldwin Smith Hall

**Charles Geisler**, Professor of Development Sociology, Cornell University  
*Diminished Dominion: The Loss of Global Land Endowments (Contested Landscapes Theme Project)*  
Friday, September 27, 2013 3:00-4:30pm, 225 ILR Conference Center

**Greta Krippner**, Associate Professor of Sociology, University of Michigan  
*Possessive Collectivism: Ownership and the Politics of Credit Access in Late-Twentieth Century America*  
Monday, September 30, 2013, 4:30-6:00pm, 401 Physical Science Building

**2013 Iscol Lecture: Leila Janah**, Founder and CEO of Samasource  
*Samasource: A Sustainable Solution to Global Poverty*
Debraj Ray, Silver Professor in the Faculty of Arts and Science; Professor of Economics, New York University


Ethnicity and Conflict
Friday, October 4, 2013 10:30am-12:00pm, 401 Warren Hall

CONFERENCES

2013 International Association for Relationship Research Mini-Conference & New Scholars Pre-Conference, October 4-6, 2013, Louisville, KY


Fall Conference International Organization of Social Sciences and Behavioral Research (IOSSBR), October 7-8, 2013. Las Vegas, NV.


2013 NCFR Annual Conference: Well-being of Children and Youth in Families and Communities, November 5-9, 2013, San Antonio, TX

APPAM 35th Annual Fall Conference, November 7-9, 2013, Washington, DC

Chaire Quetelet 2013, Demography Revisited, November 12-15, 2013, Louvain-la-Neuve, Belgium

American Society of Criminology, November 20-23, 2013, Atlanta, GA

Wittgenstein Centre: Health, Education and Retirement over the Prolonged Life Cycle, November 27 - 29, 2013, Vienna, Austria

Applied Demography Conference, January 8-10, 2014, San Antonio, TX

The Alpine Population Conference, January 13–15, 2014, La Thuile, Aosta Valley, Italy

Eastern Sociological Society, February 20-23, 2014, Baltimore, MD

Midwest Sociological Society, April 3-6, 2014, Omaha, NE

Southern Sociological Society, April 2-5, 2014, Charlotte, NC

Population Association of American (PAA), May 1-3, 2014, Boston, MA


International Association for Relationship Research Conference, July 10-13, 2014, Melbourne, Australia

WORKSHOPS

Refresher on Interpreting Linear Regression Parameters. September 23, 2013, 9:00-11:00am, Mann Library-Stone Computing Center

Introduction to Stata, Part 1. September 23, 2013, 5:00-7:30pm, Mann Library-Stone Computing Center

Introduction to Stata, Part 2. September 25, 2013, 5:00-7:30pm, Mann Library-Stone Computing Center

Introduction to Matlab. October 2, 2013, 5:00-7:30pm, Mann Library-Stone Computing Center

Introduction to Logistic Regression Analysis. Lecture, October 2, 2013, 10:30am-12:00pm, G87 MVR Hall; Hands-on, October 4, 2013, 10:30am-12:00pm, Mann Library-Stone Computing Center

Missing Data. Lecture, October 7, 2013, 8:30-10:00am, G87 MVR Hall; Hands-on, October 9, 2013, 8:30-10:00am, Mann Library-Stone Computing Center

Advanced Stata Workshop. October 9, 2013, 5:00-7:30pm, Mann Library-Stone Computing Center

Introduction to Stata, Part 1. October 22, 2013, 5:00-7:30pm, Mann Library-Stone Computing Center

Introduction to Stata, Part 2. October 24, 2013, 5:00-7:30pm, Mann Library-Stone Computing Center

Propensity Score Analysis. Lecture, October 23, 2013, 9:30-11:00am, Mann Library-Stone Computing; Hands-on, October 25, 2013, 9:30-11:00am, Mann Library-Stone Computing Center

Advanced SAS Programming: Macro Language. October 28, 2013, 5:00-7:30pm, Mann Library-Stone Computing Center

Introduction to Modeling of Count Data. October 31, 2013, 3:00-4:30pm, 200 Savage Hall

Introduction to Atlas.ti Software for Qualitative Data Analysis. October 31, 2013, 5:00-7:30pm, Mann Library-Stone Computing Center

CALL FOR PAPERS

Call for Papers/Posters: CPC-CAPS 5th Annual Encore Conference. Submission deadline: September 20, 2013.


Call for Papers: 2014 Work and Family Researchers Network Conference. Submission deadline: October 18, 2013


Call for Papers: Special Issue “Men’s Family Involvement in Industrial Nations” for the journal Fathering. Corresponding guest editor for this issue is Sandra Hofferth, University of Maryland. Submission deadline: March 1, 2014.


FUNDING OPPORTUNITIES AND ANNOUNCEMENTS

2013-14 CPC Seed Grants. The CPC invites applications from CPC faculty affiliates for seed grant awards in population-related research. Funds of up to $10,000 are available for pilot/feasibility studies that could lead to a larger project that is developed for external funding. Faculty with an existing research proposal that has already been, or is about to be, submitted to an external funding agency are also eligible to apply for this funding. Application deadline: October 7, 2013.

AAAS Science & Technology Policy Fellowships. The AAAS Science & Technology Policy Fellowships are opportunities for professional development and public service. They are operated by AAAS as part of its mandate to “advance science and serve society.” Submission deadline: November 1, 2013.

Research on the Role of Epigenetics in Social, Behavioral, Environmental and Biological Relationships, throughout the Life-Span and across Generations (R21). OppNet initiatives invite investigators to propose innovative research that will advance basic social and behavioral sciences and produce knowledge and/or tools of potential relevance to multiple domains of health- and life course-related research. Application deadline: November 13, 2013.

NICHD/NIH, Population Dynamics Branch (PDB). The PDB (formerly the Demographic and Behavioral Sciences Branch) supports research and research training in demography, reproductive health, and population health. Ongoing FOAs.

NIA/NIH, Division of Behavioral and Social Research (BSR). The Division of Behavioral and Social Research (BSR) supports social, behavioral, and economic research and research training on the processes of aging at both the individual and societal level. Ongoing FOAs.

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

Open Rank Professor of Population Studies/Demography, University of Minnesota. The University of Minnesota invites applications for two or three open-rank, full-time, tenure-track or tenured faculty positions. We seek demographers or population researchers who can actively contribute to the research and training missions of the University, the Minnesota Population Center (MPC), and its affiliated colleges and academic units. We seek demographers with established or emerging lines of high-quality population research. That research may be on any number of substantive areas within demography including (but not limited to) fertility, mortality, migration, historical demography, labor force dynamics, household and family dynamics, education and human capital,
population and the environment, neighborhoods and urbanization, aging, and population approaches to health disparities and health policy. Open until filled.

**International Researchers, Mathematica Policy Research.** Researchers will join Mathematica’s Center for International Policy Research and Evaluation (CIPRE) and contribute to CIPRE’s rapidly growing portfolio of impact evaluations of interventions in education, health, agriculture, and infrastructure in various countries across the globe. The position may be filled in any of our six offices located in Ann Arbor, Cambridge, Chicago, Princeton, Oakland, and Washington, DC. Open until filled.

**Health Administrative; Office of Behavioral and Social Sciences Research, NIH.** The National Institutes of Health (NIH) Office of Behavioral and Social Sciences Research (OBSSR) is recruiting a dynamic behavioral or social scientist to serve as a Health Scientist Administrator. Behavioral sciences include all areas of psychology, psychobiology, cognitive science, and social work. Social sciences encompass sociology, economics, public health, anthropology, demography and political science. Open until filled.

**RDC Administrator, The Pennsylvania State University Census Research Data Center.** During Fall 2013 the Census Bureau will fill a position for a Research Data Center Administrator at the Pennsylvania State University Census Research Data Center (PSUCRDC), University Park, PA. Penn State is in the process of establishing a secure Census Bureau computing lab at the University Park campus. The person in this position will assist researchers from many disciplines, including economics, geography, health policy, sociology, and demography who are using demographic, economic, and health data sets in the RDC environment. Familiarity with social science research methodology is needed and experience in managing and performing quantitative analyses using large census and survey data sets is a plus. If you are interested in this position, contact Mark Roberts, Professor of Economics and Director of the PSUCRDC.

**Research and Policy Analyst, Demographics & Workforce Group, University of Virginia.** The Demographics & Workforce Group of the University of Virginia’s Weldon Cooper Center for Public Service wish to expand our public service capabilities by attracting top quality professionals interested in demographic research and its application to public discourse and policy. The position (#0612864) requires a graduate degree in demography, sociology, economics, geography, statistics, public policy, or related fields. Proficiency in SAS, STATA or R is required. Open until filled.

**Associate/Full Professor - Healthcare Policy & Research, Virginia Commonwealth University.** VCU's Department of Healthcare Policy and Research (HCPR) invites applications for a tenure-track Associate/Full Professor position in health services research, health economics, or health policy. Open until filled.

**Research Assistant/Analyst, U.S. Programs, Population Reference Bureau (PRB).** PRB seeks a research assistant/analyst who will be responsible for compiling and analyzing data on U.S. demographic issues. Compile and analyze data from a broad range of data sources, including the Census Bureau's American Community Survey, the National Center for Health Statistics, and state-specific data sources. Open until filled.

**Regional Monitoring and Evaluation Advisor, UNICEF.** The Regional Monitoring and Evaluation Advisor (P5 level; Reference #E-VN-2013-001668), provides authoritative advice and cutting-edge technical expertise to the Regional Director, Deputy Regional Director, Country Offices and governments of their region in the development of policies, strategies and systems in the area of Child Rights Monitoring and Evaluation. Submission deadline: September 25, 2013.

**Assistant Professor of Aging and Health Disparities, University of Rhode Island.** The University of Rhode Island (URI) announces a Cluster Hire Initiative on Aging and Health under the sponsorship of the Office of the Provost to expand its interdisciplinary research and educational programs. This position (job posting #6001138) will
focus on health disparities related to inequalities (e.g., race, ethnicity, income, gender, and sexual orientation) and their intersection with age. This tenure-track position will have a joint appointment in two appropriate academic departments. Submission deadline: September 30, 2013.

**Professor of Health Care Policy, Harvard Medical School.** The Department of Health Care Policy, Harvard Medical School, is seeking a Professor of Health Care Policy, although highly qualified associate professors will be considered. The individual must have an advanced degree in any of the social sciences, preferably economics. Submission deadline: September 30, 2013.

**Open Rank Professor of Sociology, The Pennsylvania State University.** The Department of Sociology and Criminology, University Park campus, invites applications for a tenure-line position in the sociology department to begin August, 2014. The rank and area of specialty are open. We especially welcome candidates who use innovative approaches (e.g., analysis of Big Data, social network analysis) to address key questions in the discipline. Candidates should have a strong publication record and a commitment to securing external funding and teaching and mentoring students. Submission deadline: October 1, 2013.

**Assistant Professor of Global Public Health, University of Michigan.** The Department of Health Behavior and Health Education at the University of Michigan School of Public Health invites applications for a tenure-track Assistant Professor faculty position in global public health to begin September 1, 2014. Candidates must have a doctorate degree in the social/behavioral sciences (e.g., public health, psychology, sociology) or a field with direct application to global public health (e.g., international studies, health informatics). Submission deadline: October 1, 2013.

**Assistant Professor of Sociology, University of California, Irvine.** UCI Sociology Department announces recruitment for one tenure-track position at the assistant professor level. We welcome applicants in all sub-fields, especially those with expertise in population and demography. We seek candidates with a strong publication profile and a well-defined research agenda. Submission deadline: October 1, 2013.

**Assistant/Associate Professor - Population and Environment, Cornell University.** The Department of Development Sociology in the College of Agriculture and Life Sciences at Cornell University is seeking applicants for a 9 month tenure track position focusing on population and environment (Job # 20981). Responsibilities: This position has 50% teaching and 50% research responsibilities. Qualified applicants must have a demonstrated record of scholarship that focuses on the interrelationships of population dynamics and the changing biophysical environment. Submission deadline: October 1, 2013.

**Assistant, Associate or Full Professor – Child Health Policy, Cornell University.** The Department of Policy Analysis and Management in the College of Human Ecology is seeking to hire faculty with particular interest in child health and wellbeing, for a full-time, tenure-track faculty position at any level: Assistant, Associate, or Full Professor (Job # 18823). Research responsibilities (50%) include empirical research in child health and wellbeing, related to our areas of expertise including family policy, social policy, health policy, and education policy. Submission deadline: October 1, 2013.

**Assistant Professor of Sociology, University of South Carolina.** The Department of Sociology at the University of South Carolina invites applications for an Assistant Professor of Sociology. We are seeking scholars who can teach courses in sociology of the family and are particularly interested in candidates who can also contribute in areas of health and well-being, gender, social psychology, and/or methods. Submission deadline: October 1, 2013.

**Open Rank, Department of Sociology, Brigham Young University.** The Department of Sociology seeks applications to fill a full time, continuing faculty status position beginning Fall 2014. All academic ranks and areas
of specialization will be considered. Qualifications include a PhD in sociology, a well-defined research agenda, professional publications, and a strong interest in both undergraduate and graduate teaching. Submission deadline: October 1, 2013.

Assistant/Associate Professor of Sociology & Gerontology, Miami University. Miami University’s Department of Sociology & Gerontology, in conjunction with the Scripps Gerontology Center, welcomes applicants for a tenure-track appointment at the assistant or associate professor level beginning August 2014 (Job #0002168). Submission deadline: October 1, 2013.

Open Rank Professor of Sociology (Population and Health), Ohio State University-Columbus. The Department of Sociology invites applications for a tenure track position (open rank) in the fields of population and health, broadly defined, to commence Fall 2014. We seek candidates who will broaden or strengthen our existing repertoire of methodological expertise. Submission deadline: October 1, 2013.

Assistant Professor of Sociology (Globalization and Social Change), Ohio State University-Columbus. The Department of Sociology invites applications for a tenure track position in the fields of globalization and social change, broadly defined, at the Assistant Professor level to commence Fall 2014. We seek candidates who will broaden or strengthen our existing repertoire of methodological expertise. Submission deadline: October 1, 2013.

Assistant Professor of Sociology (Criminology), Ohio State University-Columbus. The Department of Sociology invites applications for a tenure track criminology position at the Assistant Professor level to commence Fall 2014. We seek candidates who will broaden or strengthen our existing repertoire of methodological expertise. Submission deadline: October 1, 2013.

Assistant Professor of Methods and Statistics, Department of Sociology, Grinnell College. Tenure-track position in the Department of Sociology (methods, statistics, area open), starting Fall 2014. Assistant Professor (Ph.D.) preferred; Instructor (ABD) or Associate Professor possible. Submission deadline: October 1, 2013.

MacArthur Professorship in Public Policy, Bucknell University. The Departments of Economics and Political Science and the School of Management invite applications for a newly created open-rank, tenure-track faculty position to begin August 2014. The successful candidate will be committed to teaching undergraduate social science methods using quantitative and/or qualitative approaches. Additional desirable research and/or teaching areas are sustainability, possibly in the areas of energy or health policy. The MacArthur Professor ideally will involve students in addressing pressing 21st century public policy challenges, particularly the impact on underrepresented populations. Submission deadline: October 1, 2013.

(3) Assistant Professor of Sociology, LSU. The LSU Department of Sociology invites applications for three tenure-track assistant professor positions beginning August 2014. We seek applicants with specializations in environment/natural resources, community/social capital, and criminology/law in order to enhance our existing strengths in these areas. Candidates should show promise of developing a strong record of publications; potential for research funding is also desirable. Submission deadline: October 11, 2013.

Assistant Professor of Sociology, University of British Columbia. The Department of Sociology in the Faculty of Arts at the University of British Columbia (Vancouver) invites applications for a tenure-stream faculty position at the rank of Assistant Professor. The successful candidate will have broad interests in international, global, and/or comparative sociology with a focus on Indigenous Peoples, Environment/Sustainability, and/or Asia Pacific studies. Submission deadline: October 15, 2013.
Assistant Professor of Sociology, Baylor University. The Department of Sociology is recruiting a tenure-track sociologist for August, 2014. Preferred career stage is advanced assistant. We seek a generalist with expertise in at least two of the following areas: deviance, criminology, quantitative methods, health, demography, stratification, family. Submission deadline: October 15, 2013.

Post-doctoral Fellowship in Human Capital Interventions in Development Academic Years, UC Irvine. The School of Education at the University of California, Irvine is hiring a postdoctoral fellow for two years beginning with the 2014-15 academic year. The fellowship includes a salary of $50,000 per year, plus health insurance, and funding for conference travel, professional development, and a computer fund. Postdoctoral fellows will join an interdisciplinary research team housed in the School of Education and led by faculty with appointments in the UCI School of Education and Department of Economics and Vanderbilt's Department of Economics. The heart of the research opportunities provided to fellows is a five-year NICHD-funded program project (P01) that was awarded to the University of California, Irvine (PI: Duncan). The program project’s principal goal is to understand why human capital intervention programs and policies, directed at children in the preschool, middle childhood and adolescent stages of development, have the effects, non-effects and, in some cases, perverse effects that they do. Submission deadline: October 23, 2013.

Open Rank Professor of Sociology, American University. The Department of Sociology at American University (Washington, D.C.), College of Arts and Sciences, invites applications for a tenure line appointment beginning in August 2014. In conjunction with the development of a departmental focus in health and the newly established Center on Health, Risk and Society, the department seeks candidates with a primary area of specialization in the social dimensions of health and well-being. Areas of specialization to complement teaching and research on health, as well as the strengths of the department include: globalization, migration, inequalities, sexuality, and/or urban communities. While all areas of health will be considered, particular health foci in the department and at the Center include HIV/AIDS, food/obesity, environment, maternal and child health, and substance use/abuse. Submission deadline: October 23, 2013.

Open Rank Professor of Sociology, Texas A&M University. The Department of Sociology at Texas A&M University invites applications for an open rank position in the broadly defined area of Political and Economic Sociology. Candidates are encouraged to apply in all research areas relevant to Political and Economic Sociology including class, development, economic, environmental, work, labor, and political, but we have particular needs in complex organizations and social movements. Candidates with research expertise that complements one of our other five specialty areas (Crime, Law, and Deviance; Culture; Demography; Race and Ethnicity; and Social Psychology) are encouraged to apply. Submission deadline: October 30, 2013.

Lecturer/Senior Lecturer, Australian Demographic and Social Research Institute, ANU College of Arts and Social Sciences. The Australian Demographic and Social Research Institute at the Australian National University invites applications for a continuing academic position. The Institute has the largest concentration of demographers in Australia actively engaged in a broad range of demographic research areas, including fertility, family, ageing, mortality and migration, as well as the interdisciplinary research areas of social networks, gender, modeling, forecasting and the environment. Submission deadline: October 31, 2013.

Assistant Professor of Economics, California Institute of Technology (Caltech). The Division of the Humanities and Social Sciences at the California Institute of Technology (Caltech) invites applications for a tenure-track position in economics at the assistant professor level. The social science faculty pursues interdisciplinary research at the intersection of economics, political science, psychology, neuroscience, history, law, and public policy. We are seeking highly qualified candidates who are committed to a career in research and teaching. Submission deadline: October 31, 2013.
Tenure-track faculty position, Economic Disparities, UC Berkeley. The University of California, Berkeley invites applications for a faculty position (tenure-track) related to Economic Disparities, with a start date of July 1, 2014. We are especially interested in scholars who investigate economic disparities, with a focus on spatial dimensions of economic disparities, geographies of inequity, African American communities or the African diaspora, or other underrepresented minority communities, either domestically or internationally. The successful candidate will have a program of research that bears on pressing social problems, including but not limited to the urban landscape, health disparities, labor markets, inequality, housing markets, immigration, global labor flows, gendering and marginality, or environmental inequities. The successful candidate will have a PhD in a relevant discipline, such as geography, African American studies, economics, public policy, political science, demography, sociology, anthropology, or planning. Submission deadline: November 1, 2013.

Assistant Professor in Global Health and Environment, Indiana University. The Department of International Studies in the School of Global and International Studies, College of Arts and Sciences, Indiana University, invites applications for a tenure-track position at the Assistant Professor level in global health and/or human-environment interactions; to begin August 2014. All qualified candidates are encouraged to apply, particularly those with quantitative expertise, demonstrated methodological training, and a commitment to working on international issues. We are seeking faculty who have an interdisciplinary background with expertise in issues relevant to global health (from epidemiology to practices and policies, population issues, infectious or chronic diseases, health disparities, etc.) and/or human-environment interactions (e.g., environmental health, natural resource management, climate change, ecosystem services and vulnerabilities, etc.). Submission deadline: November 1, 2013.

Tenure Track Associate Professor/Professor in Department of Population, Family and Reproductive and Health, Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health. The Department of Population, Family and Reproductive Health, PFRH, seeks a demographer to fill a tenure track position of Associate Professor or Professor. The successful applicant will have an established reputation in demography, a history of: academic service, innovative research, a demonstrated excellence in teaching and advising, and solid funding support. A strong record of publications in peer-reviewed journals is a requisite. Applicants should have published in one or more of the following demography areas: family, urban, poverty, geriatric, fertility, sexual behavior, migration, mortality, demographic methods, reproductive health, and biodemography. Applicants should also have proven collaborative skills. A history of interdisciplinary research related to public health is especially attractive. Submission deadline: November 1, 2013.

Assistant Professor, The Sanford School, Arizona State University. The T. Denny Sanford School of Social and Family Dynamics, a named interdisciplinary unit at Arizona State University, invites applications for a full-time, tenure-track Assistant Professor position with expertise in Latino youth and/or families to begin Fall of 2014 (job # 10502). PhD or equivalent in human/family development, psychology, education, sociology or related area by time of appointment; a strong record of success in research, including having secured external funding and having an accomplished record of publications relevant to advancing scholarship on Latino youth/families; demonstrated excellence in teaching and mentoring students at the undergraduate and graduate levels; and have a strong commitment to leading research initiatives focused on Latino youth/families. Submission deadline: November 1, 2013.

(1-2) Postdoctoral Researchers, Department of Sociology, Stockholm University. The Department of Sociology at Stockholm University seeks to employ one or two post doc researcher(s) (ref #SU FV-2404-13) for the project Social Networks, Attitudes, and Political Behavior. The project is focused on analyzing a unique dataset, combining survey data and register data, to study social network and contextual effects (neighborhoods and schools) on individual political attitudes and behavior. We are studying e.g., xenophobia, gender equality, moral economy, trust, social cohesion, party preferences, and political engagement. Submission deadline: November 1, 2013.
**Full Professor of Sociology, Duke University.** The Department of Sociology seeks applications to fill a position at the tenured full professor level. Candidates should have research and teaching experience and a publication record in demography, health, and aging commensurate with an appointment at this level. Interest and experience in advanced quantitative methods is also desirable. Submission deadline: November 1, 2013.

**(2) Tenure-track Instructor I of Sociology, University of British Columbia.** The University of British Columbia (Vancouver) invites applications for two full-time, tenure-track Instructor I positions in the Department of Sociology. The ideal candidate would be a broadly trained sociologist capable of high quality teaching at both the introductory and senior undergraduate levels. For one of the positions a specialization in sociology of the family would be desirable; for the second position the specialization is open. Submission deadline: November 1, 2013.

**Assistant or Associate Professor of Latino Health Disparities, University of South Carolina.** The University of South Carolina’s Arnold School of Public Health invites applications for a tenure-track faculty position for scholars interested in Latino Health Disparities. The position will be in the Department of Health Promotion, Education, and Behavior at the Assistant or Associate Professor level, and a possible joint appointment with Women’s and Gender Studies. This position was created under the University’s innovative Faculty Excellence Initiative as part of a cluster of scholars who collaborate with one another and with the current faculty to participate in interdisciplinary research, teaching, and community engagement on topics of Latino immigration and the health and well-being of immigrant and host-nation families, and communities. Submission deadline: November 12, 2013.

**Assistant Professor of American Social History, California Institute of Technology (Caltech).** The Division of the Humanities and Social Sciences at the California Institute of Technology (Caltech) invites applications for a tenure-track position at the assistant professor level, beginning fall 2014. Appropriate specialties include social science history, race relations, women, demography, or politics, in any period of American History. We are seeking highly qualified candidates who are committed to a career in research and teaching. Submission deadline: November 15, 2013.

**Open Rank Professor in Latin American Health, UCLA.** The Department of Community Health Sciences, UCLA School of Public Health, seeks to fill a tenured or tenure-track faculty position in Latin American health. Scholarly emphasis of the applicant should be on evidence-based practice, policies, and programs that impact community and population health. Our multidisciplinary faculty has a strong history of ongoing research and graduate education (MPH, MSPH, DrPH, PhD programs), and conducts research programs in both domestic and global contexts. Submission deadline: November 15, 2013.

**Assistant Professor in Human Geography, UC Santa Barbara.** The University of California, Santa Barbara, Department of Geography, invites applications for a tenure-track position in Human Geography at the rank of Assistant Professor. The successful candidate will exhibit clear potential for a robust extramurally funded research program in Population, Development, and/or Health that is empirically grounded and informed by social science theory. Candidates will preferably have research programs that integrate at least two of these domains. Submission deadline: November 30, 2013.

**PAA Fellowship.** The Population Association of America is delighted to offer an exciting opportunity for PAA members: participation in the prestigious Science and Technology Fellowship Program of the American Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS). This fellowship brings researchers to Washington, DC to use population science, outside of the academic setting, to inform public policy and work for one year in a federal agency. The fellowship pays a competitive salary. Application Period: September 1 to December 15, 2013. Fellowship Term: September 1, 2013 to August 31, 2014.
Postdoctoral Scholar, Stanford Center on Poverty and Inequality. The Stanford Center on Poverty and Inequality, one of three national poverty centers, is seeking a postdoctoral scholar for 2014-15 (with a possibility of renewal for a second year). The scholar is expected to complete her or his own research as well as work collaboratively with Center faculty, staff, and students to produce original scholarship on trends in poverty and inequality. The appointment will be for one year with a start date of October 1, 2014. Submission deadline: December 15, 2013.

CPC STUDENT OPPORTUNITIES

Demography Minor. The CPC offers a campus-wide minor in Demography that is open to PhD students in all social science graduate fields. Admission to the Demography minor requires that at least one member of the student’s special committee is a CPC affiliate. Students interested in signing up for the Demography minor should contact Lindy Williams or Geysa Smiljanic.

Demography Pro Seminar (DSOC 6720/PAM 6720), Fall 2013. One of the core courses required of graduate students enrolled in the minor field of demography. The course generally is taken by second-year students after they have completed one graduate-level course in demographic methods and one substantive demography course. The course’s objective is to introduce graduate students to demography's substantive and methodological breadth from various disciplinary perspectives. The course is team taught by affiliated faculty of the CPC.

Center for the Study of Inequality (CSI) Graduate Student Research Seed Grants. CSI invites proposals for grants that will support research on inequality by Cornell University graduate students. Not to exceed $1,000. Proposals that include hiring and training undergraduate research assistants are eligible for a “top up” of up to $500, for a maximum of $1,500. Submission deadline: September 30, 2013.

2014 RWJ Health Policy Doctoral Fellowship. The Robert Wood Johnson Foundation (RWJF) Center for Health Policy at the Meharry Medical College will award up to five new doctoral fellowships for its Health Policy Fellows Program. The Health Policy Fellows Program is a prestigious doctoral fellowship program for students with educational and research interests that include health and health policy analysis and research. The RWJF Health Policy Fellows Program seeks to increase the participation of underrepresented groups throughout the nation in the development, implementation, and analysis of health policy. Priority deadline: January 15, 2014.

Pre- and Postdoctoral Visiting Research Fellows, Center for Comparative Immigration Studies (CCIS), UC San Diego. CCIS offers a limited number of Visiting Research Fellowships at both the predoctoral and postdoctoral levels each academic year. These awards are to support advanced research and writing on any aspect of international migration and refugee flows, in any of the social sciences, history, and law. Due to funding constraints, CCIS awards fellowships only to scholars who have a current or former affiliation with a University of California campus. The duration of the fellowship is usually 9-10 months. No summer-only fellowships will be awarded. Submission deadline: January 31, 2014 (for 2014-15).